No. 98545-6-7-8N

Celtic Cardigan

Although we make every effort to prevent errors from being published, we regret that they do occur and apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. The instructions for the number of stitches to cast on for the Left Front and for which side buttons are placed on have been changed. Please note the new instructions below. Also note, there may be more than one revision to a pattern.

Left Front:
Using larger needles, cast on 39(43, 43, (deleted one listing of 43), 47, 47, 51) sts and work ribbing as follows:

Under Front Bands & Neckband:

Row 2: K2, *p2, k2; rep from * to end. Now place markers for buttons (along left front edge for women and right front edge for men),

We apologize for any inconvenience. The pattern has been corrected as of July 13, 2016.